








































































































































































































































Page LL Comment PwC Response

4 Why C if next figure is A?
One figure is stated in the financial statements (section 3 of the AR) 
the other is not, although it does come from accounting records i.e SAP

4 Why no comfort? Updated

5
Why aren't ABSA retail loans and advances 
% growth comforted?

ABSA figures are not available from accounting records at this level of granularity, we 
can only provide comfort on ABSA wide figures

5 £635m should be A, see p38 AR
p38 AR is not part of the financial statements 
(p164ff) This figure is derived from SAP therefore level C comfort provided

5 No comfort over USD figures These are not from accounting systems therefore we have not provided comfort
5 No comfort over total client assets These are not from accounting systems therefore we have not provided comfort

6 Why isn't Div per share A?
This value is not included with the financial statement but is derived from such figures 
hence the tick mark B has been assigned

6
Why no comfort over profit attributable as a %age of average shareholders 
equity

Unable to give comfort over average shareholders equity therefore unable to provide 
comfort here

11 Why aren't £232m and £313m A? They are not found in the financial statements
12 Why no comfort over risk tendency? Not taken from accounting records
13 Why no comfort over average LTV Not taken from accounting records
13 Why no comfort over average customer balances? Not taken from accounting records
13 UKRB profit ex. Tax increase figures A? Not found in the financial statements therefore cannot be A
13 No comfort over market share graph Not taken from accounting records
15 Why no comfort over average balances? Not taken from accounting records
15 ??? D appropriate as figures taken from C comfort values
16 Why no comfort over average balances? Not taken from accounting records
17 Why no comfort over average balances? Not taken from accounting records
17 Why C and not A? Not found in the financial statements therefore cannot be A
18 Why not A? Not found in the financial statements therefore cannot be A
18 Why no comfort? Average balances: not taken from accounting records
21 Why no comfort over average balances? Not taken from accounting records
22 Why no comfort over average balances? Not taken from accounting records
22 Why not A? Not found in the financial statements therefore cannot be A
22 Why not B? Not based on figures found in the financial statements therefore cannot be B
24 Risk tendency Not taken from accounting records
26 Risk tendency Not taken from accounting records
26 Corporate lending portfolios Not stored in SAP. Taken from other schedules therefore E
27 Performance indicators Not taken from accounting records
27 Why no comfort? Not taken from accounting records
28 Why no comfort? Not taken from accounting records
29 Why no comfort? Not taken from accounting records
30 Why not A? Not found in the financial statements therefore cannot be A
30 Risk tendency Not taken from accounting records

30
Why no comfort over average balances & 
multimanager assets? Not taken from accounting records

32 Risk tendency Not taken from accounting records

32 Why not B and A?
Not found in the financial statements therefore cannot be A, not derived from A 
therefore cannot be B

35 Why not C? Figure derived from C figures therefore D
37 A? A already given on original. Poor scan quality
40 What does E mean? To be confirmed
41 Rand values These are not from accounting systems therefore we have not provided comfort
41 ? Updated
45 Why no comfort? - C or D? Average balances: not taken from accounting records
45 C and or D? Not taken from accounting records
47 Why not c? Figure derived from C figures therefore D

47 Why not higher level of comfort
These are the figures in the accounting system therefore they have been tick marked 
appropriately.

51 Why not comfort over WAL Not taken from accounting records
52 Why no comfort D or E? Not previously requested.
53 Why no comfort Not taken from accounting records
?? Credit risk & PCRLs Not taken from accounting records
85 Comfort? Updated
90 Can this be tied to a schedule? Not from accounting records
97 Can this be tied? Not from accounting records
98 This should be either B or C Not B as not derived from A and not C as not taken from SAP but from MI
99 Why not A? Not found within the financial statements therefore not A
100 Why not A? Not found within the financial statements therefore not A
105 Why no comfort? Not from accounting records
109 Why no comfort? Not taken from accounting records
114 C? Updated
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